
In the novelIn the novel Hard TimesHard Times, Charles Dickens, Charles Dickens

gives his views on education. His charactergives his views on education. His character

Mr Gradgrind believes in ‘facts’ and is sus-Mr Gradgrind believes in ‘facts’ and is sus-

picious of the imagination. All we need topicious of the imagination. All we need to

know about the world, he maintains, canknow about the world, he maintains, can

be reduced to simple facts. Dickens showsbe reduced to simple facts. Dickens shows

that such a philosophy leads to the impov-that such a philosophy leads to the impov-

erishment of the mind and to the weaken-erishment of the mind and to the weaken-

ing of ethical reasoning. Today it seemsing of ethical reasoning. Today it seems

that the descendants of Mr Gradgrind arethat the descendants of Mr Gradgrind are

still in charge. The main psychiatric librarystill in charge. The main psychiatric library

where I work has been closed. It is arguedwhere I work has been closed. It is argued

that we can obtain all the ‘facts’ we needthat we can obtain all the ‘facts’ we need

from the internet. The notion that booksfrom the internet. The notion that books

might have more to offer than prosaicmight have more to offer than prosaic

detail, that they reflect the rich diversitydetail, that they reflect the rich diversity

of human experience, seems alien to theof human experience, seems alien to the

modern-day Gradgrinds.modern-day Gradgrinds.

And yet Scotland has a long history ofAnd yet Scotland has a long history of

recognising the importance of the human-recognising the importance of the human-

ities. The philosopher George Davie (1961)ities. The philosopher George Davie (1961)

has characterised the Scottish approach ashas characterised the Scottish approach as

that of the ‘democratic intellect’, an ap-that of the ‘democratic intellect’, an ap-

proach which combines the practical withproach which combines the practical with

the philosophical. In his autobiographythe philosophical. In his autobiography

Wisdom, Madness and FollyWisdom, Madness and Folly, the Scottish, the Scottish

psychiatrist R. D. Laing (1985) describedpsychiatrist R. D. Laing (1985) described

working his way from A to Z of the localworking his way from A to Z of the local

public library, a project that saw him takepublic library, a project that saw him take

in the works of Freud, Huxley, Kierkegaardin the works of Freud, Huxley, Kierkegaard

and Nietzsche. Reading books was forand Nietzsche. Reading books was for

Laing, as it has been for countless others,Laing, as it has been for countless others,

a means of widening one’s intellectuala means of widening one’s intellectual

horizons. It has also been a means to escapehorizons. It has also been a means to escape

poverty.poverty.

When I went to Glasgow University inWhen I went to Glasgow University in

the late 1970s, there was a belief thatthe late 1970s, there was a belief that

politics mattered. The inequalities in wealthpolitics mattered. The inequalities in wealth

affected the well-being of the people andaffected the well-being of the people and

there was a need for political action tothere was a need for political action to

change society and improve the lot of itschange society and improve the lot of its

citizens. Representative of this view wascitizens. Representative of this view was

Dave Widgery, a flamboyant London gen-Dave Widgery, a flamboyant London gen-

eral practitioner, who combined a careereral practitioner, who combined a career

in medicine with political action. He alsoin medicine with political action. He also

wrote for the music press and set up ‘Rockwrote for the music press and set up ‘Rock

against Racism’, a campaign to fight preju-against Racism’, a campaign to fight preju-

dice by enlisting the support of populardice by enlisting the support of popular

musicians. All of this made Widgery anmusicians. All of this made Widgery an

appealing figure to many students. Hisappealing figure to many students. His

recent biography (Hutt, 2005), however,recent biography (Hutt, 2005), however,

reveals a deeply troubled man, who wasreveals a deeply troubled man, who was

flawed and full of contradictions. Widgeryflawed and full of contradictions. Widgery

is a good example of the combination ofis a good example of the combination of

idealism and egotism, social concern andidealism and egotism, social concern and

hedonism, which characterised left-winghedonism, which characterised left-wing

circles of the time.circles of the time.

A key political battleground during thisA key political battleground during this

period was that of mental illness. Theperiod was that of mental illness. The

works of Laing, Szasz and Goffman wereworks of Laing, Szasz and Goffman were

still provoking debate. Peter Sedgwick’sstill provoking debate. Peter Sedgwick’s

PsychopoliticsPsychopolitics (1982) dissected the anti-(1982) dissected the anti-

psychiatric movement from a left-wing per-psychiatric movement from a left-wing per-

spective, while Anthony Clare’sspective, while Anthony Clare’s PsychiatryPsychiatry

in Dissentin Dissent (1976) offered an eloquent and(1976) offered an eloquent and

good-humoured defence of traditional psy-good-humoured defence of traditional psy-

chiatry. Such discussions were excitingchiatry. Such discussions were exciting

and dealt with fundamental questionsand dealt with fundamental questions

about the nature of madness and the roleabout the nature of madness and the role

of psychiatry. As David Healy (2004) hasof psychiatry. As David Healy (2004) has

observed, psychiatry once led the rest ofobserved, psychiatry once led the rest of

medicine in its engagement with ethical is-medicine in its engagement with ethical is-

sues. The rise of biological psychiatry hassues. The rise of biological psychiatry has

been accompanied by a belief, among some,been accompanied by a belief, among some,

that the neurosciences are value-free andthat the neurosciences are value-free and

thus altogether unproblematic.thus altogether unproblematic.

Clinical psychiatry: R. D. LaingClinical psychiatry: R. D. Laing

Of all the books that challenged psychiatryOf all the books that challenged psychiatry

at this time, the one that influenced meat this time, the one that influenced me

most wasmost was The Divided SelfThe Divided Self by R. D. Laingby R. D. Laing

(1960). It argued that madness was poten-(1960). It argued that madness was poten-

tially understandable. In a famous set piece,tially understandable. In a famous set piece,

Laing examined the clinical technique ofLaing examined the clinical technique of

Emil Kraepelin. In hisEmil Kraepelin. In his Lectures on ClinicalLectures on Clinical

PsychiatryPsychiatry (Kraepelin, 1905)(Kraepelin, 1905),, thethe GermanGerman

professor hadprofessor had described his interview withdescribed his interview with

a young man conducted in front of a classa young man conducted in front of a class

of students. Kraepelin deemed his patientof students. Kraepelin deemed his patient

to be suffering from catatonia and pro-to be suffering from catatonia and pro-

ceeded to demonstrate the clinical signsceeded to demonstrate the clinical signs

and symptoms to his audience. Laing feltand symptoms to his audience. Laing felt

that Kraepelin was treating the patient asthat Kraepelin was treating the patient as

an object rather than a person. He sug-an object rather than a person. He sug-

gested that the young man was not merelygested that the young man was not merely

a passive presence in the room but that hea passive presence in the room but that he

had his own perspective on the situation.had his own perspective on the situation.

Further, the interview was not a neutral ac-Further, the interview was not a neutral ac-

tivity – it had an effect on the patient andtivity – it had an effect on the patient and

influenced his behaviour. Laing speculatedinfluenced his behaviour. Laing speculated

that the young man’s apparently incompre-that the young man’s apparently incompre-

hensible symptoms were a coded protesthensible symptoms were a coded protest

against being exhibited before a class ofagainst being exhibited before a class of

students.students.

Of course, Laing’s explanation of whatOf course, Laing’s explanation of what

the young man was doing was not necessa-the young man was doing was not necessa-

rily the truth of the matter, but it didrily the truth of the matter, but it did

emphasise the fact that the patient had aemphasise the fact that the patient had a

viewpoint, and that clinicians, with theirviewpoint, and that clinicians, with their

‘objective’ gaze, often overlooked this‘objective’ gaze, often overlooked this

simple truth. Laing’s quest to find meaningsimple truth. Laing’s quest to find meaning

in madness finds an echo in a recentin madness finds an echo in a recent

publication in which Glenn Robertspublication in which Glenn Roberts

(2006) attempts to redress what he sees as(2006) attempts to redress what he sees as

the failure of biological psychiatry to attendthe failure of biological psychiatry to attend

to the inner world of the patient. He argues,to the inner world of the patient. He argues,

like Laing, that psychosis is much morelike Laing, that psychosis is much more

understandable than some clinicians allow.understandable than some clinicians allow.

Psychopathology: Karl JaspersPsychopathology: Karl Jaspers
and Eugene Bleulerand Eugene Bleuler

I started psychiatric training in EdinburghI started psychiatric training in Edinburgh

at a time when there was an array ofat a time when there was an array of

talented teachers. For me, reading bookstalented teachers. For me, reading books

does not take place in isolation and I dis-does not take place in isolation and I dis-

covered many books through attendingcovered many books through attending

the lectures on the MPhil postgraduatethe lectures on the MPhil postgraduate

course. A trainee in psychiatry is faced withcourse. A trainee in psychiatry is faced with

a bewildering variety of models of clinicala bewildering variety of models of clinical

practice, as Lester Havens pointed out inpractice, as Lester Havens pointed out in

Approaches to the MindApproaches to the Mind (1973). Havens(1973). Havens

identified several different approaches: theidentified several different approaches: the

objective–descriptive, as exemplified byobjective–descriptive, as exemplified by

Kraepelin; the phenomenological, as exem-Kraepelin; the phenomenological, as exem-

plified by Jaspers; the psychodynamic; theplified by Jaspers; the psychodynamic; the

existential; and the social.existential; and the social.

Reading Jaspers’Reading Jaspers’ General Psycho-General Psycho-

pathologypathology (1963) as a trainee, I was(1963) as a trainee, I was

fascinated by the rich descriptions of thefascinated by the rich descriptions of the

mental worlds of the individuals discussedmental worlds of the individuals discussed

in the book. Here were strange and disturb-in the book. Here were strange and disturb-

ing personal experiences, which Jaspersing personal experiences, which Jaspers

accorded time and space to consider. In likeaccorded time and space to consider. In like

vein was Eugene Bleuler’svein was Eugene Bleuler’s Dementia PraecoxDementia Praecox

(1911), which also contained a wealth of(1911), which also contained a wealth of

clinical detail. At this early stage I wasclinical detail. At this early stage I was

unaware that some writers were critical ofunaware that some writers were critical of

Jaspers’ grasp of phenomenological philo-Jaspers’ grasp of phenomenological philo-

sophy, or that others held that Bleuler’ssophy, or that others held that Bleuler’s

attempt toattempt to incorporate Freudian theory intoincorporate Freudian theory into

his accounthis account of schizophrenia was mis-of schizophrenia was mis-

guided. For me, Jaspers and Bleuler demon-guided. For me, Jaspers and Bleuler demon-

strated that making a detailed study ofstrated that making a detailed study of

mental symptoms and relating them to amental symptoms and relating them to a
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person’s life story was not only intriguingperson’s life story was not only intriguing

but also crucial in trying to understandbut also crucial in trying to understand

the patient. Several observers have lamen-the patient. Several observers have lamen-

ted that the advent of symptom checkliststed that the advent of symptom checklists

and an exclusively biological conceptionand an exclusively biological conception

of mental disturbance have led to a declineof mental disturbance have led to a decline

in this type of detailed approach.in this type of detailed approach.

Psychotherapy:Psychotherapy:
Freudian and existentialFreudian and existential

Among the commentaries on Freud’s work,Among the commentaries on Freud’s work,

Paul Roazen’sPaul Roazen’s Freud and His FollowersFreud and His Followers

(1976) compared psychoanalysts to a fana-(1976) compared psychoanalysts to a fana-

tical religious sect in which heretics were re-tical religious sect in which heretics were re-

peatedly excommunicated. Charles Rycroftpeatedly excommunicated. Charles Rycroft

provided the invaluableprovided the invaluable A Critical Diction-A Critical Diction-

ary of Psychoanalysisary of Psychoanalysis (1972). Although a(1972). Although a

trained analyst, Rycroft was well aware oftrained analyst, Rycroft was well aware of

the limitations of psychodynamic theorythe limitations of psychodynamic theory

and brought a sceptical and demystifyingand brought a sceptical and demystifying

approach to the subject. But perhaps theapproach to the subject. But perhaps the

best book in the field was Henri Ellenberger’sbest book in the field was Henri Ellenberger’s

The Discovery of the UnconsciousThe Discovery of the Unconscious (1970)(1970),,

which placed Freud in his cultural contextwhich placed Freud in his cultural context

and served to debunk the myth of him asand served to debunk the myth of him as

the lone hero, battling with a hostile worldthe lone hero, battling with a hostile world

to bring forth ideas of complete originality.to bring forth ideas of complete originality.

Existential psychotherapy seemed to beExistential psychotherapy seemed to be

an attractive alternative to psychoanalysis.an attractive alternative to psychoanalysis.

It was critical of the Freudian model of psy-It was critical of the Freudian model of psy-

chic determinism and tried to see the situa-chic determinism and tried to see the situa-

tion from the patient’s perspective. A booktion from the patient’s perspective. A book

I read early on wasI read early on was Existence: A NewExistence: A New

Dimension in Psychiatry and PsychologyDimension in Psychiatry and Psychology,,

edited by May, Angel and Ellenbergeredited by May, Angel and Ellenberger

(1958). It drew on European philosophers(1958). It drew on European philosophers

such as Søren Kierkegaard and Friedrichsuch as Søren Kierkegaard and Friedrich

Nietzsche, and it featured the writings ofNietzsche, and it featured the writings of

Continental psychiatrists such as LudwigContinental psychiatrists such as Ludwig

Binswanger and Eugene Minkowski. Para-Binswanger and Eugene Minkowski. Para-

doxically, despite the avowed intention todoxically, despite the avowed intention to

free the patient from objectifying terminol-free the patient from objectifying terminol-

ogy, the actual writing of the Europeanogy, the actual writing of the European

clinicians buried the patient in a ‘tomb ofclinicians buried the patient in a ‘tomb of

words’, as Laing (1982) put it. One of thewords’, as Laing (1982) put it. One of the

reasons for Laing’s success was that hereasons for Laing’s success was that he

transformed potentially difficult ideas intotransformed potentially difficult ideas into

accessible and readable prose.accessible and readable prose.

Religion: William JamesReligion: William James

Freud was notoriously critical of religion,Freud was notoriously critical of religion,

but a psychologist who had a more sympa-but a psychologist who had a more sympa-

thetic approach was William James. Inthetic approach was William James. In

1900 he sailed from America to Europe,1900 he sailed from America to Europe,

where he delivered the Gifford Lectures inwhere he delivered the Gifford Lectures in

Edinburgh. These were subsequently pub-Edinburgh. These were subsequently pub-

lished aslished as The Varieties of ReligiousThe Varieties of Religious

ExperienceExperience (James, 1902), a book which(James, 1902), a book which

has since become a classic. In it, Jameshas since become a classic. In it, James

adopted an open-minded response to reli-adopted an open-minded response to reli-

gious experience. He was critical of thosegious experience. He was critical of those

he dubbed ‘medical materialists’, who sawhe dubbed ‘medical materialists’, who saw

all accounts of spiritual experiences as evi-all accounts of spiritual experiences as evi-

dence of brain pathology. He was also criti-dence of brain pathology. He was also criti-

cal of institutional religion, which hecal of institutional religion, which he

thought turned the individual experiencethought turned the individual experience

of the divine into rules and ritual. Jamesof the divine into rules and ritual. James

surveyed a vast selection of accounts bysurveyed a vast selection of accounts by

individuals of their spiritual journeys, in-individuals of their spiritual journeys, in-

cluding people who heard voices and sawcluding people who heard voices and saw

visions. For James, the life of religion con-visions. For James, the life of religion con-

sisted of ‘the belief that there is an unseensisted of ‘the belief that there is an unseen

order, and that our supreme good lies inorder, and that our supreme good lies in

harmoniously adjusting ourselves thereto’harmoniously adjusting ourselves thereto’

(James, 1902: p. 53).(James, 1902: p. 53).

James had originally trained to be aJames had originally trained to be a

painter but went on to study medicine in-painter but went on to study medicine in-

stead. However, he disliked clinical workstead. However, he disliked clinical work

and wondered what he was going to doand wondered what he was going to do

with the rest of his life before he eventuallywith the rest of his life before he eventually

decided on a career in psychology.decided on a career in psychology.

Throughout his life, James suffered from re-Throughout his life, James suffered from re-

current bouts of melancholy and had con-current bouts of melancholy and had con-

templated suicide on more than onetemplated suicide on more than one

occasion. He used his own case, in dis-occasion. He used his own case, in dis-

guised form, inguised form, in The Varieties of ReligiousThe Varieties of Religious

ExperienceExperience. The book also contains James’s. The book also contains James’s

distinction between the ‘healthy-minded’,distinction between the ‘healthy-minded’,

who see the positive in everything, and thewho see the positive in everything, and the

‘sick-souls’, who are aware of the essential‘sick-souls’, who are aware of the essential

fragility of human life. James would defi-fragility of human life. James would defi-

nitely have counted himself among thenitely have counted himself among the

ranks of ‘sick-souls’.ranks of ‘sick-souls’.

The mind^body problem:The mind^body problem:
Karl Popper and John EcclesKarl Popper and John Eccles

A core philosophical question which under-A core philosophical question which under-

pins psychiatry is the relation betweenpins psychiatry is the relation between

mind and body. There are now numerousmind and body. There are now numerous

books on the nature of consciousness andbooks on the nature of consciousness and

the subject is very much in vogue. When Ithe subject is very much in vogue. When I

started in psychiatry there were fewerstarted in psychiatry there were fewer

books, but a good introduction wasbooks, but a good introduction was TheThe

Self and its BrainSelf and its Brain by the philosopher Karlby the philosopher Karl

Popper and the neurologist John EcclesPopper and the neurologist John Eccles

(Popper & Eccles, 1977). The book con-(Popper & Eccles, 1977). The book con-

tained a lucid summary of the various theo-tained a lucid summary of the various theo-

retical positions concerning the mindretical positions concerning the mind–body–body

problem. Popper provided a valuable his-problem. Popper provided a valuable his-

torical survey of how philosophers downtorical survey of how philosophers down

the centuries have responded to the ques-the centuries have responded to the ques-

tion. The book also contained transcriptstion. The book also contained transcripts

of discussions between Popper and Ecclesof discussions between Popper and Eccles

on the implications of adopting particularon the implications of adopting particular

philosophical solutions to the problem. Inphilosophical solutions to the problem. In

the book, Popper outlined his own viewthe book, Popper outlined his own view

that the mental could not be reduced tothat the mental could not be reduced to

the physical, but he did not claim that thethe physical, but he did not claim that the

mind could exist independently. Whethermind could exist independently. Whether

one agreed with Popper or not, and theseone agreed with Popper or not, and these

days many philosophers are critical of hisdays many philosophers are critical of his

dualist approach, the book very clearly setdualist approach, the book very clearly set

out the philosophical context of the debateout the philosophical context of the debate

and the problems involved.and the problems involved.

Art:Hans PrinzhornArt:Hans Prinzhorn

I have always been interested in art. A bookI have always been interested in art. A book

which combined art and psychiatry waswhich combined art and psychiatry was Ar-Ar-

tistry of the Mentally Illtistry of the Mentally Ill by Hans Prinzhornby Hans Prinzhorn

(1922), a German psychiatrist who had also(1922), a German psychiatrist who had also

trained as an art historian. His book, whichtrained as an art historian. His book, which

originally came out in 1922, intriguedoriginally came out in 1922, intrigued

many artists, especially the surrealists andmany artists, especially the surrealists and

expressionists. Prinzhorn argued that theexpressionists. Prinzhorn argued that the

work of patients, or at least certain pa-work of patients, or at least certain pa-

tients, had aesthetic value. Their creationstients, had aesthetic value. Their creations

should not be inspected for evidence ofshould not be inspected for evidence of

pathology but should be considered aspathology but should be considered as

works of art in their own right. The bookworks of art in their own right. The book

contained a great many pictures, whichcontained a great many pictures, which

Prinzhorn had collected from asylumsPrinzhorn had collected from asylums

throughout Europe. It is the images, oftenthroughout Europe. It is the images, often

strange, sometimes disquieting, rather thanstrange, sometimes disquieting, rather than

the text, which remain in the memory.the text, which remain in the memory.

Prinzhorn’s book played a major role in thePrinzhorn’s book played a major role in the

process whereby the creations of psychiatricprocess whereby the creations of psychiatric

patients came to be viewed not as worthlesspatients came to be viewed not as worthless

examples of mental derangement, but as ofexamples of mental derangement, but as of

artistic interest, a process that Johnartistic interest, a process that John

MacGregor (1989), an art historian, hasMacGregor (1989), an art historian, has

called ‘the discovery of the art of thecalled ‘the discovery of the art of the

insane’.insane’.

History: Roy PorterHistory: Roy Porter

The late 1980s and early 1990s saw an out-The late 1980s and early 1990s saw an out-

burst of activity in the history of psychiatry.burst of activity in the history of psychiatry.

The great figure in all of this was the lateThe great figure in all of this was the late

Roy Porter, whose personality and writingRoy Porter, whose personality and writing

galvanised the subject. Unlike many aca-galvanised the subject. Unlike many aca-

demics whose dry-as-dust prose was repletedemics whose dry-as-dust prose was replete

with terminology seemingly employed towith terminology seemingly employed to

deter non-academics from taking an inter-deter non-academics from taking an inter-

est in the subject, Porter was a great writerest in the subject, Porter was a great writer

with an engaging and exuberant style. For-with an engaging and exuberant style. For-

midably well-read, he did not parade hismidably well-read, he did not parade his

erudition to show off, but rather to involveerudition to show off, but rather to involve

and inform the reader. Porter particularlyand inform the reader. Porter particularly

championed ‘history from below’, whichchampioned ‘history from below’, which

in the case of psychiatry meant attendingin the case of psychiatry meant attending

to the voice of the patient. Historical re-to the voice of the patient. Historical re-

cords have tended to be written by thosecords have tended to be written by those

in positions of power but they tell onlyin positions of power but they tell only

one side of the story. Inone side of the story. In A Social HistoryA Social History

of Madnessof Madness, Porter (1987) focused on the, Porter (1987) focused on the

individual sufferer.individual sufferer. With great humanityWith great humanity

and sensitivity he recounted their tales ofand sensitivity he recounted their tales of

despair and recovery. Further, in thedespair and recovery. Further, in the FaberFaber
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Book of MadnessBook of Madness, Porter (1991) collected a, Porter (1991) collected a

wide range of patient narratives from his-wide range of patient narratives from his-

tory and literature. Even psychiatrists whotory and literature. Even psychiatrists who

are not particularly interested in historyare not particularly interested in history

have a lot to learn from accounts by peoplehave a lot to learn from accounts by people

with mental illnesses: both Porter’s perspec-with mental illnesses: both Porter’s perspec-

tive on history and the existential approachtive on history and the existential approach

to psychotherapy have advocated listeningto psychotherapy have advocated listening

to the voice of the patient.to the voice of the patient.

Biography: Samuel JohnsonBiography: Samuel Johnson
and James Boswelland James Boswell

As psychiatrists we engage in writing ‘bio-As psychiatrists we engage in writing ‘bio-

graphies’ of our patients. One of the great-graphies’ of our patients. One of the great-

est biographies in the English language isest biographies in the English language is

The Life of JohnsonThe Life of Johnson by James Boswell (Hillby James Boswell (Hill

& Powell, 1964). Samuel Johnson, essayist,& Powell, 1964). Samuel Johnson, essayist,

playwright and compiler ofplaywright and compiler of The DictionaryThe Dictionary,,

had a life of hardship. Afflicted by scrofula,had a life of hardship. Afflicted by scrofula,

subject to tics and involuntary utterancessubject to tics and involuntary utterances ––

it is suspected that he had Tourette syn-it is suspected that he had Tourette syn-

dromedrome – Johnson was also prone to bouts– Johnson was also prone to bouts

of melancholy and the fear that he wouldof melancholy and the fear that he would

lose his reason. His biographer, Boswell,lose his reason. His biographer, Boswell,

also suffered from low spirits and, in thealso suffered from low spirits and, in the

pages ofpages of The Life,The Life, we read their conversa-we read their conversa-

tions about mental disquiet and how totions about mental disquiet and how to

counter it. Johnson adopted a stoicalcounter it. Johnson adopted a stoical

stance, while Boswell preferred to talk end-stance, while Boswell preferred to talk end-

lessly about his woes. A companion worklessly about his woes. A companion work

to the biography is Boswell’s collected jour-to the biography is Boswell’s collected jour-

nals, now published in 13 volumes, whichnals, now published in 13 volumes, which

represent one of the most extensive recordsrepresent one of the most extensive records

that any human being has left of them-that any human being has left of them-

selves. In them he sought to record ‘the his-selves. In them he sought to record ‘the his-

tory of [his] mind’. As well as suffering lowtory of [his] mind’. As well as suffering low

spirits, Boswell was also prone to periods ofspirits, Boswell was also prone to periods of

elation. With great frankness, he recordedelation. With great frankness, he recorded

his mood swings as well as his bouts ofhis mood swings as well as his bouts of

alcoholic and sexual excess. We see himalcoholic and sexual excess. We see him

repeatedly vowing to mend his ways, andrepeatedly vowing to mend his ways, and

repeatedly failing. Boswell’s all-too-humanrepeatedly failing. Boswell’s all-too-human

frailty makes him an endearing character.frailty makes him an endearing character.

Literature: Fyodor DostoyevskyLiterature: Fyodor Dostoyevsky

Even a cursory acquaintance withEven a cursory acquaintance with

Dostoyevsky’s work reveals that most, ifDostoyevsky’s work reveals that most, if

not all, of his characters seem to be on thenot all, of his characters seem to be on the

verge of mental disintegration. As theverge of mental disintegration. As the

narrator ofnarrator of A Raw YouthA Raw Youth asks: ‘Is everyoneasks: ‘Is everyone

mad?’ In Dostoyevsky’s novels, charactersmad?’ In Dostoyevsky’s novels, characters

are afflicted with brain fever, start to rave,are afflicted with brain fever, start to rave,

announce their personal philosophy, talkannounce their personal philosophy, talk

about God and the beauty of life, create scan-about God and the beauty of life, create scan-

dalous scenes, make disturbing confessions,dalous scenes, make disturbing confessions,

and become offended by slights. There areand become offended by slights. There are

numerous portrayals of insanity, but alsonumerous portrayals of insanity, but also

of gambling, alcoholism, epilepsy, sexualof gambling, alcoholism, epilepsy, sexual

abuse, suicide, personality disorder andabuse, suicide, personality disorder and

pathological gambling. Dostoyevsky tookpathological gambling. Dostoyevsky took

a keen interest in psychology and read con-a keen interest in psychology and read con-

temporary medical writers. His novels suchtemporary medical writers. His novels such

asas Crime and PunishmentCrime and Punishment andand The BrothersThe Brothers

KaramazovKaramazov contain discussions of psychi-contain discussions of psychi-

atric theories. Dostoyevsky was wary ofatric theories. Dostoyevsky was wary of

such theories, believing that they could besuch theories, believing that they could be

used to absolve a person of responsibility.used to absolve a person of responsibility.

Dostoyevsky’s underlying philosophyDostoyevsky’s underlying philosophy

has resonances with ideas also popularhas resonances with ideas also popular

today. He lived at a time when scientifictoday. He lived at a time when scientific

materialism was in the ascendancy. Manymaterialism was in the ascendancy. Many

of Dostoyevsky’s contemporaries believedof Dostoyevsky’s contemporaries believed

that the evolution of society obeyed lawsthat the evolution of society obeyed laws

which the natural sciences were uncover-which the natural sciences were uncover-

ing. Not only that, but human beings wereing. Not only that, but human beings were

held to be subject to these laws. A fullyheld to be subject to these laws. A fully

defined science of man was considered todefined science of man was considered to

be just within reach. While many of hisbe just within reach. While many of his

contemporaries welcomed this new materi-contemporaries welcomed this new materi-

alist philosophy in the conviction that italist philosophy in the conviction that it

would usher in a better world, Dostoyevskywould usher in a better world, Dostoyevsky

looked upon such developments with hor-looked upon such developments with hor-

ror. He did not believe that human beingsror. He did not believe that human beings

could or should be approached in thiscould or should be approached in this

deterministic fashion, but stressed thedeterministic fashion, but stressed the

essential and irreducible uniqueness of eachessential and irreducible uniqueness of each

individual. Materialist philosophy turnedindividual. Materialist philosophy turned

people into objects, into automatons.people into objects, into automatons.

Dostoyevsky’sDostoyevsky’s NotesNotes fromfrom thethe Under-Under-

groundground put forward a powerful critique ofput forward a powerful critique of

positivistic concepts of humanity. Hepositivistic concepts of humanity. He

argued in favour of free will and felt thatargued in favour of free will and felt that

deterministic accounts of man offered adeterministic accounts of man offered a

deeply impoverished and essentially falsedeeply impoverished and essentially false

description of what it is to be human.description of what it is to be human.

Childhood: JacquelineWilsonChildhood: JacquelineWilson

Having children has meant that I have readHaving children has meant that I have read

books I probably would not otherwise havebooks I probably would not otherwise have

read. I am especially glad to have readread. I am especially glad to have read TheThe

IllustratedIllustrated MumMum by Jacqueline Wilsonby Jacqueline Wilson

(1999), the award-winning children’s(1999), the award-winning children’s

author. Her book tells the story ofauthor. Her book tells the story of

Marigold, a woman with bipolar disorder.Marigold, a woman with bipolar disorder.

She is also a mother, and the story is toldShe is also a mother, and the story is told

through the eyes of her younger daughter.through the eyes of her younger daughter.

The book brilliantly conveys the impactThe book brilliantly conveys the impact

on children of having a parent who is men-on children of having a parent who is men-

tally ill. It does so in a manner that avoidstally ill. It does so in a manner that avoids

being patronising to the child characters,being patronising to the child characters,

or giving a romanticised and unrealistic pic-or giving a romanticised and unrealistic pic-

ture of psychiatric illness. It also managesture of psychiatric illness. It also manages

to be humorous and to end on a note ofto be humorous and to end on a note of

hope.hope.

Because the story is told in the firstBecause the story is told in the first

person by the daughter, we share the child’sperson by the daughter, we share the child’s

growing sense of anxiety at her mother’sgrowing sense of anxiety at her mother’s

increasingly wayward behaviour. We shareincreasingly wayward behaviour. We share

her attempts to control her mother’s volatileher attempts to control her mother’s volatile

activity and her embarrassment in socialactivity and her embarrassment in social

encounters when Marigold is acting out-encounters when Marigold is acting out-

rageously. Jacqueline Wilson astutely andrageously. Jacqueline Wilson astutely and

economically shows the dynamics of theeconomically shows the dynamics of the

family, and the shifting allegiances betweenfamily, and the shifting allegiances between

the mother and her two daughters. All thisthe mother and her two daughters. All this

is conveyed in simple prose and throughis conveyed in simple prose and through

crisp but convincing dialogue which revealcrisp but convincing dialogue which reveal

the emotions of the protagonists.the emotions of the protagonists.

Both daughters would prefer theirBoth daughters would prefer their

mother to be ‘normal’, and the book looksmother to be ‘normal’, and the book looks

at the conflict between conforming toat the conflict between conforming to

society and expressing one’s individuality.society and expressing one’s individuality.

Is Marigold an exciting rebel, or is she aIs Marigold an exciting rebel, or is she a

suitable case for treatment? Wilson avoidssuitable case for treatment? Wilson avoids

romanticising mental illness, but she alsoromanticising mental illness, but she also

recognises that difference makes societyrecognises that difference makes society

more interesting.more interesting.

The book ends on a positive note withThe book ends on a positive note with

Marigold starting to recover and mendingMarigold starting to recover and mending

her troubled relationship with her daugh-her troubled relationship with her daugh-

ters. Psychiatrists often become involvedters. Psychiatrists often become involved

only after someone becomes acutely ill.only after someone becomes acutely ill.

The Illustrated MumThe Illustrated Mum vividly describes whatvividly describes what

it is like for an individual and their familyit is like for an individual and their family

in the weeks leading up to admission toin the weeks leading up to admission to

hospital. It also reminds psychiatrists thathospital. It also reminds psychiatrists that

their patients often have complex socialtheir patients often have complex social

networks outside the walls of the consultingnetworks outside the walls of the consulting

room.room.

Concluding remarksConcluding remarks

The books I have read counter theThe books I have read counter the phil-phil-

osophy of the modern-day Gradgrinds. Inosophy of the modern-day Gradgrinds. In

his riposte to the theories of Mr Gradgrind,his riposte to the theories of Mr Gradgrind,

Dickens championed the world of theDickens championed the world of the

imagination, of which books form such animagination, of which books form such an

important part. This exercise in lookingimportant part. This exercise in looking

back at what you were reading at a particu-back at what you were reading at a particu-

lar period in your career has brought backlar period in your career has brought back

many memories. Books, like music, canmany memories. Books, like music, can

transport you to earlier times and evoketransport you to earlier times and evoke

how you were thinking and feeling at dif-how you were thinking and feeling at dif-

ferent stages. They embody not only aspectsferent stages. They embody not only aspects

of personal biography, but also the culturalof personal biography, but also the cultural

changes that have taken place in psychiatry.changes that have taken place in psychiatry.
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